Smart-Pay Program
Ascend, Executive Jet Management’s (EJM) flat-rate flying program, is the ultimate
blend of accessibility and value for our clients and was developed in response to
clients who need dependable aircraft availability and an easy way to manage their
air travel spend with a simple and consistent pricing model.

10 Reasons Clients Love Ascend:
1. 	Consistent, dependable rates based on aircraft cabin size, with built-in
discounts for Ascend members
2.  Only the time spent in the aircraft is debited from your account
3. 	You always know what you’ll pay for a trip based on fixed hourly rates for
each aircraft cabin size
4. 	Program flexibility – funds on deposit can be applied to any flight with
Executive Jet Management
5. 	One call is all it takes – no waiting to learn of aircraft availability or Owner
approvals
6.  	Guaranteed availability 320 days a year
7. 	Access to the safest and largest managed fleet in the world
8. 	Very low risk – your deposit is available for use for up to three years
9. 	Bookkeeping is simplified – no invoices to pay and charges are simply
debited from your deposit
10. 	Ascend prices represent the most competitive program pricing available
while delivering the best value to our clients

How it
Works
Getting Started
You provide a minimum deposit of $100,000
and can make additional deposits to your
account at any time. When you make your
initial deposit, our team establishes your
account and sets up your personal profile

Your Account
After the flight, your deposit account is
automatically debited. You never have to
pay a bill. The debit amount is based on the
actual time the aircraft flew vs. estimated flight
time. This means that if it takes less time to
travel than estimated, you pay less. Additional
charges may include catering, ground
transportation, fuel surcharges, and taxes.

Booking Your Trip
When you are ready to book a trip, call us with
your travel dates and preferred aircraft cabin
size and we’ll take care of the rest. You can
choose from any one of the five sizes we offer
(small, mid, super-mid, large, or heavy). There
is guaranteed availability 320 days a year and
no limts to how many planes you can secure
each day.
Ascend lets you take advantage of the
safest and largest fleet in the industry and
the finest service available in private aviation
while receiving consistent pricing with built-in
discounts and reliable aircraft availability!
Contact us today to learn more about
Ascend or to book your next trip.
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Hourly Rate

Rates do not include fuel or Federal Excise Tax. The fuel rate is adjusted
monthly based on business aviation published market Jet-A fuel.

Fixed Hourly Rates
Continental U.S.

SMALL

MID

SUPER-MID

LARGE

HEAVY

Round Trip

$5,000

$5,450

$6,850

$7,700

$8,950

One Way

$5,800

$6,650

$8,800

$9,900

$11,700

SMALL

MID

SUPER-MID

LARGE

HEAVY

Round Trip

$5,000

$5,450

$6,850

$7,700

$8,950

One Way

$6,400

$7,250

$9,500

$10,800

$12,700

Other Location

Aircraft Classes
SMALL

Representative sample of aircraft within each class
(not a comprehensive list of all possible/future types)

MID

SUPER-MID

HEAVY

Up to 7 Passengers

Up to 8 Passengers

Up to 10 Passengers

Up to 12 Passengers

Citation CJ Series

Citation XLS

Challenger 300

Challenger 604/605

Embraer Legacy

Citation Bravo

Gulfstream 150

Citation X

Falcon 2000

Gulfstream GIV-SP/450

Citation Encore

Lear 60

Citation Sovereign

Lear 75

Hawker 800/850/900XP

Falcon 50EX

Hawker 400XP

Gulfstream 200

Lear 40/45

Hawker 4000

Ascend is a Great Fit if You Need:
The easiest, fastest process available to secure your private air travel
 eace of mind that comes with having access to the largest managed fleet in the world
P
Price consistency and the ability to predict costs
23-0001

LARGE

Up to 6 Passengers

Falcon 900EX

Executive Jet Management, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NetJets Inc., a Berkshire
Hathaway company. EJM provides aircraft management services for customers who have their
own aircraft, as well as charter air transportation services using select aircraft from its managed
fleet. Executive Jet Management is a registered service mark. All listed aircraft are trademarks of
their respective manufacturers. All statistics are accurate as of January 2019.
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